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8th Preview:

Shining Moon: A Subjective Essay with translations on
some medieval Asian Women’s Literature

[Whilst the Middle Ages in Europe are deemed to have ended officially in
1500, it seems more useful for the purposes of this essay to date the end of
the Middle Ages in Asia to the conclusion of the Chinese Ming Dynasty in
1644, as that Dynasty (1366-1644) overlaps the end of the European
Medieval period. The essay will focus more, however, on writers
contemporaneous with the European Middle Ages, or slightly after.]
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Just as European medieval literature could be seen as historically interlinked
with emancipatory roles for women authors, such as that of the female
educated court storyteller or entertainer, a similar characteristic - with
unauthoritarian attitudes and tones - seems to course through medieval Asian
literature.

For example, the medieval Korean verse form Sijo was often written and
constructed by Kisaeng, women perceived as being from lower
socioeconomic areas who undertook education to work for the government
performing arts authority. In light of the Kisaeng's viewed role in the social
hierarchy, their poetry appears not to be expected to focus on piety or court,
and could instead express emotion, wit and fondness. The tradition of
Kisaeng Sijo is a tradition of clarity, affection and vigilance. Here, within
Sijo syllables and structure, the author could be unfettered in representing
herself and describing her thoughts and environment in a form that is
concerned with analysis and resolution. In the first line of many Sijo poems,
the first three syllables, the next four, the following four and the final four
create the poem's theme. The second line follows the same pattern, but
elaborating. Within the final line, however, the first three syllables form an
unexpected counter-theme, as do the next five. The final four and three
syllable sets complete the train of thought.

The Kisaeng Hwang Jini (1522–1565) wrote this as a Sijo:

冬至ᄉ 기나긴 밤을 한 허리를 버혀내여

春風 니불 아레 서리서리 너헛다가

어론 님 오신 날 밤이여든 구뷔구뷔 펴리라

Solstice month, winter's long night. I'll tear away time from its waist.

The spring wind is a blanket I'll wrap around to enclose it,

so I can, on some night my love, in time, strays home, free its folds.
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(The above is Quemar’s creative Modern English translation, to try to retain
the Sijo syllabic, conceptual and line structure, and the original text's flow
and conversational tone)

Hwang Jini worked under her Kisaeng name Myeong-Wol, bright moon, and
in this poem her persona can influence, control and guard the celestial
nightfall surrounding her. She tears time from the deep winter night as if it
were fabric around the night's ‘waist’, sometimes seen as a time-frame
spanning midnight to dawn in Korea. She can use the spring wind as a
blanket to protect, warm or keep the time ready and at hand, so that she can
decide when to open its folds, with constant agency over the stretch of night
and time itself. She will unfold the night time on some future evening when
her loved one returns - a decision that suggests the female persona's survival
in the future.

Hwang Jini herself has aspects of legend in Modern Korea.Versions of her
story are portrayed in drama and film, with pride in the educated female
spirit choosing to be an artist for art's sake and spiritual integrity. Such pride
seems to have navigated the country's civil borders lately, when a
novelisation of her work and life by a North Korean writer, Hong Sok-jung
was the first book from the North to be awarded South Korea's Manhae
Prize in 2005. Hwang Jini is thought to have chosen to become a Kisaeng to
achieve an education in art, poetry, literature, dance and song, instead of
being subject to confining expectations placed on women in the Joseon
Dynasty (founded in 1392).
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While Sijo such as that of Hwang Jini was written in hangul, the
widely-understood popular Korean script, another female Korean poet, Heo
Nanseolheon (1563–1589), expressed similar emotion and empathy through
verse in Chinese, the language associated with power and the ruling class in
Korea. In her poetry, she used the power language itself to analyse and
convey the effects of socioeconomic deprivation.

She wrote the poem '貧女吟 ' (translated here as 'Poor Girl's Poem') as
cheolgu (quatrains) with five syllables:

貧女吟

豈是乏容色

工鍼復工織

少小長寒門

良媒不相識

夜久織未休

戛戛鳴寒機

機中一匹練

終作阿誰衣

手把金翦刀

夜寒十指直

爲人作嫁衣

年年還獨宿
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Poor Girl's Poem

How can this face charm?

Work, sew more work, weave,

lack in long cold, gates.

No good matchmaker's choice.

Long night, rest not, weave.

Tap tap: cold, goes loom,

loom holds one silk bolt.

At last, who wears it?

Grasp metal scissors:

night froze ten fingers,

making some bride's clothes.

Year - year - lone at night.
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Quemar's creative Modern English translation above tries to retain the
original text’s diction and meaning, the lines' five syllable quatrains, and
first syllable repetitions.

Whilst Hwang Jini uses an autobiographical persona, Heo Nanseolheon's
persona in this poem is that of a young seamstress suffering in inhumane
working conditions. She is alienated from her work, as she creates wedding
clothes for others but is too impoverished to marry. The repetitive nature of
the persona's tasks are mirrored in each line's five-syllable structure and
repetition of some first syllables. The poet, however, never uses this to build
a sense of security or predictability, since she uses diction with connotations
of immediate danger, such as 'scissors' and 'froze'. Through juxtaposition, the
persona's thoughts blend with steps in her tasks and the perilous situation
surrounding her.

For the poet's higher socioeconomic audience, presenting the persona's
thoughts in Chinese verse placed these thoughts in the realm of advanced
levels of thinking, as Chinese was considered traditionally to be the
language of philosophy and intense reasoning. From within her influential
political family, Heo Nanseolheon had overcome the restrictions on women
in the Joseon Dynasty to achieve her education - and to give powerlessness
speech through the language of the powerful.

The Joseon poet, Shin Saimdang (1504-1551), also widened the scope of 'the
ruling class''s Chinese script. Instead of using it to discuss life at court,
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privilege or impersonal descriptions, she creates a space where she can make
known the longing she feels at being separated from her mother - a space
where woman supporting each other and remaining together becomes the
poem's ideal resolution, despite traditions that separated daughters and their
mothers by marriage.

思親

千里家山 萬疊峯

歸心長存 夢魂中

寒松亭畔 孤輪月

鏡浦臺前 一陳風

沙上白鷺 恒聚山

波頭漁船 各西東

何時重踏 臨瀛路

彩舞斑衣 膝下縫

Thinking on my mother and father

Home lies distant, peaks re-fold,

thoughts home ever, soul guards dream,

moon, lone at Hansongjeong’s edge,
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wind gusts over Gyeongpodae,

small egrets flock on sand, hills,

waves, all fish boats sail west, east.

When will my path cross Gangneung?

Now I start bright needlework.

Quemar's creative Modern English translation above tries to retain the
original text’s diction and meaning, its octave length and the lines' seven
syllable structure.
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In the work, her persona's drive to be with her mother has a similar

unhindered energy to the sudden wind that gusts over Gyeongpodae Pavilion.

Although at least forty of her paintings survive, this poem is one of only two

poems remaining. The other also expresses her longing for her mother’s

company. There is a move away from traditional generalisation in her work.

The persona's agency in missing her mother gives a sense of experienced

truth to everything she witnesses while walking, and both the comfort and

discomfort in sewing bright clothing. Because that is not perhaps a

resolution for her, the narrative seems as if can not conclude, but will

continue until she and her mother reunite. There is much modern

appreciation for the concept of an analytical woman artist with transcending

admiration for her mother. Shin Saimdang was the first woman to feature on

a Korean banknote. She and her family are portrayed in Korean drama and

other media. She continued to live with her mother, but married and

managed her own household, including her own seven children. Her

marriage was arranged on the basis that she would always have freedom to

continue practising poetry, painting and other art.
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In China, in the Song Dynasty, the poet Li Qingzhao (1084 - c. 1155) helped

create the idea of the incarnate, analytical and outspoken female poet writing

in traditional Chinese verse. With its possibilities, she reconciled aspects of

her life throughout exile, war and bereavement.

南歌子 (天上星河轉)

天上星河轉，

人間簾幕垂。

涼生枕簟淚痕滋。

起解羅衣，

聊問夜何其？

翠貼蓮蓬小，

金銷藕葉稀。

舊時天氣舊時衣，

只有情懷、

不似舊家時！

To 'Southern Song' (To sky, star river curves)

To sky, star river curves.

On earth a screen drapes.

Cold spreads. Pillow, mat, tears blot.
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Stand, shed gauze clothes.

Brief, ask the night-phase?

Plumes, lotus, bloom small,

root, leaf, thin in gilt.

Former weather, former clothes -

only love is missed.

Not like past hours, home!

(The above is Quemar’s creative Modern English translation, which tries to
retain the form’s song-based structure, meaning and syllable count). Li
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Qingzhao wrote Ci lyric poetry, created on recognised song tunes and
set-rhythms - traditional verse in patterns, that tended to be named after the
music that inspired it. The first line is also used as the title here. The ‘star
river’ seems to act as a concept in itself, but it is also signifies ‘the milky
way’, and the ‘sky’ it curves towards could also translate as ‘Heaven’. The
elements around the poem’s narrator seem to offer her some sense of
continuity, despite her feeling that familiar warmth is lost to her. She
continued writing despite the destruction of her house in the Jin-Song Wars
and, later, grieving her husband’s death. She also maintained his work and
an art collection they had built. She guarded art, in many senses - vigilant
also in guarding the precision and ‘delicate restraint’ of her own work.

Earlier in China, during the Tang Dynasty, Bao Junhui (fl. 798) could also
describe realities of war through traditional Chinese verse. The language’s
social respectability let her recite such poems to the court in her role as a
poet in the Imperial Palace - in spite of her work’s uncompromising
messages. In China, she is recognised for her strength of character. She
addressed the Emperor Dezong so she could leave the palace to care for her
elderly mother. The poem below is specifically set in Liaoyang, where the
Empire had an outpost defending the Northern border.
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關山月

高高秋月明

北照遼陽城

塞迥光初滿

風多暈更生

征人望鄉思

戰馬聞鼙驚

朔風悲邊草

胡沙暗虜營

霜凝匣中劍

風憊原上旌

早晚謁金闕

不聞刁斗聲

Mountain Pass Moon

High, high, fall-moon's light,

north, shines Liaoyang fort:

frontier, far, light-brims.

Gale, halo revives.
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Soldier sees home, yearns.

War-horse hears drum, scares.

North wind, edge-grass, keens.

North sand hides foe's camps.

Frost freezes sheathed swords.

Wind tires steppes' plumed flags.

Soon, palace report -

never hear gong's call.

(The above is Quemar’s creative Modern English translation, which tries to
retain the form’s sense, structure and number of syllables).
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The poet’s voice narrates here, appearing to be a natural aspect of the
situation like the gale or light, seeming gender-neutral and independent.
Natural elements halt the possibility of conflict, just as the frost freezes
swords, sand hides the opposition’s camps, and moon rays illuminate the
home town. She shows the soldiers as not being emotionally engaged in the
idea of destruction (of the people seen as the Northern Barbarians) or
retribution. Instead, they wish to report to the palace and leave the war-field
- the palace in which the poet resides and recites her work. She used her
poetry to cast light on the burdens of patriotism from within a ‘golden
palace’ that represented the power of the country.

Centuries later, in the mid-seventeenth century, but at the end of the Ming
Dynasty, the poet and scholar Liu Rushi (1618–1664) utilised metaphor and
gender-fluidity to create shifting perspectives before and during conflict. In
real life, as well, she enjoyed cross-dressing. While her work generally
anthologised today is love poems and sensual lyrics, she was adept at
military narrative. Loyal to the Ming Dynasty, and vibrantly opposed to the
overthrowing Ching forces, the poem below describes approaching battle in
surreal and symbolic, but tactile terms.
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剑术行

西山狐鸟何纵横，

荒陂白日啼鼯鼪。

偶逢意气苍茫客，

须眉惨淡坚层冰。

手无风云但悍疾，

挟我双骑西南行。

未闻马上言龙骧，

Swordsmanship

On west peaks, fox, birds, drift. Why?

Day, wild slopes, squirrels, stoats cry.

Chanced-on roamer, with zeal vast,

beard, brow grim, layered with frost,

hand lacks wind, rain, still fierce, quick,

grips me, rides pillion south west.

No word yet of Dragon's charge.
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已见门前悬弓戟。

拂衣欲走青珊珊，

澒洞不言言剑术。

须臾树杪雷电生，

玄猿赤豹侵空冥。

寒锋倒景不可识，

阴崖落本风悲吟。

吁嗟变化须异人，

时危剑器摧石骨。

我徒壮气满大下，

广陵白发心恻恻。

Bows, halberds seen hung from gates.

Coral blue, brush clothes, step, step.

Vastness, don't talk - talk sword skills.

Quick, tree tops sprout bolts, thunder.

Scarlet apes, leopards fill night-sky.

Cold's falling edge can't be seen.

Winds drop, keen through dark cliff, stems.

Grief-changes need someone rare,

time's threat - sword to break rock, bone.

My strong soul alone floods down.

Old in Yangzhou, heart grieves, grieves.
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视此草堂何为者，

雄才大略惟愁疾。

况看举袖星辰移，

海童江妾来迟迟。

杰如雄虺射婴茀，

矫如胁鹄离云倪。…
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Why look at this small house here?

Skilled men with plans turn to grief

but, at a sleeve's raise, stars move,

sea youths, river maids. Slow, slow.

Fierce as snake strikes in wild grass,

strong as swans swoop from skylines…

To be continued


